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Self-Editing, Proof-

Reading, Editing & Beta 

Reading 
A Workshop Taught by Barb in May 2014, Updated Jan 2015 

Barb’s Lexicon 
● Rewrite – moving words around, changing a sentence or two, minor changes before the 

story is finished 

● Redraft – blank slate rewrite, with a focus on the initial spark of life for that scene/story 

● Revise – medium-sized changes, adding in foreshadowing, filling in gaps, cutting 

extraneous stuff, after the draft is completed 

● Self-Edit – grammatical and authorial changes, style and consistency, flow, word 

changes, reordering thoughts, after the draft is completed for readability 

● Edit – suggestions by betas and editors for readability, consistency, and clarity, and 

anything else. Often direct fixes or changes, often objective. 

● Beta-Read – suggestions from a reader's standpoint. Often point out problems, “I need 

more emotion here” or “I can't picture this”. Subjective. 

● Proofread – spelling, more style and consistency, formatting 

A Personal Definition of Rewriting 
● The Inner Editor, Unleashed! (Not always a good thing) 

● Rewriting endlessly can inhibit completing the story 

● Learning Curve and previous words 

● (Advice!) Don't rewrite. If you see a mistake or realize you need to change something, 

make a note of it and keep writing the story. 

● Rewriting can destroy a story's flow and become a major time sink, between rereading 

the scene, tweaking, and indecision. 

Another Personal Definition – Redraft 
● When a scene has gone irrevocably wrong, the fastest fix might be a total, from-scratch 

redraft 

● A redraft focuses on that spark of life, the initial reason you wanted to write the story or 

scene, what you wanted it to accomplish for the reader, and tries again 
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● Redrafting can avoid the sinkholes of rewriting—redundancy, breaks in flow, and pacing 

weirdness 

● Redrafts can happen before or after story is finished. 

More Personal Definitions – Revisions 
● Revisions are changes made to a story once it's completed, using hindsight and big-

picture knowledge to smooth out the story 

● Revisions focus on story fixes—characterizations, dialog, pacing, motivations, 

foreshadowing, conflict, stakes, tension 

Self-Editing 
● Use editing conventions to tighten, clarify, and illuminate prose 

● Objective fixes to subjective problems—writing craft like beats, cliches, sagging 

descriptions, perspective, word space, metaphors and similes, and other tricks in the 

writer's toolkit 

● Objectivity is difficult. Constantly put yourself in the reader’s shoes – is this clear? Does it 

make sense? Does the scene follow and does it start and stop in a good place? Are the 

descriptions strong and evoke all the senses? What’s the goal of this scene? 

● A necessary evil 

● Print it out 

● Read it aloud 

● Use that red pen mercilessly 

● Learn to identify mistakes and tics that repeat themselves—wordiness, repetition, 

rambling, hedging, throat-clearing, filtering, tagging, cliches—and purge all of them 

● The cleaner you self-edit yourself, the better feedback you'll get from betas and editors. 

It's a waste to have them point out something you can find/fix yourself—that's a 

comment they could have made somewhere else. 

● PRINT IT OUT 

● READ IT ALOUD 

● NO EXCUSES 

Self-Editing: Color-Coding Exercise for Visual Writers 
● Print out a scene and make a list of “types” you want to identify (such as passive/active 

verbs, descriptions vs monolog, or other narrative types) and choose a color for each. 

● (Barb’s list) 

Red—repetition/relevance 

Pink—grammar 

Orange—awkward 

Yellow—needs more 

Green—good 

Blue—boring 
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Purple—passive/weak/overwritten 

(green is used sparingly—when a whole scene or page is otherwise trashed but I need 

one  

● Defining your own pitfalls and weaknesses are key to creating your own checklist 

● Another possible checklist, by narrative type:  

direct monolog 

indirect monolog 

dialog 

nouns, adjectives, adverbs, verbs 

description 

sensory—tastes, smells, textures 

● See what your page looks like. Too much of one thing, not enough of another? 

● Exercise: choose your favorite author's book and highlight each narrative type a 

different color, see how balanced and colorful their pages are 

● Apply what you've learned from your highlighted samples to the rest of your book 

More Self-Editing Tips 
● If you must edit on the computer, find ways to keep yourself from complacency and 

going on the internet 

● Don't get lost in your own story. If you do, that's great, your story is working! But we 

become blind to errors. Change the font, put it on an e-reader, save it as a PDF so you 

must put in comments instead of changing things around 

● Get in the practice of summarizing your story, scenes and chapters. If you can't tell in 

one or two sentences why this scene is necessary for the book, it's probably not. 

● Practice, practice, practice. 

● Many self-editing tips sound more like writing advice, because in the end, it's all about 

getting the words readable 

● Self-editors must constantly evaluate text and ask themselves advanced craft questions 

about wordspace, scene execution, emotional arcs, character development, narrative 

distance, tone, atmosphere 

● A solid vision for the story is key. For many writers, the first draft is exploring that story. The 

edits hone that vision. 

● Self-Editing means different things to different writers. Each book will have its own 

problems, its own learning curve, its own challenges, and its own unique solutions. 

Style Sheets 
● A simple list of correct spellings to names and unique terms in your novel 

● Include capitalizations, foreign words, and unconventional spellings 

● Include anything else you need consistent, such as thoughts are punctuated with italics, 

dialog gets single or double quotes, use of em/en dashes 

● Print it out for yourself, give it to your beta readers and editors 
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● For series, consider expanding the style sheet to a story bible to capture pertinent 

details—when a character is introduced, unusual physical traits, if they are dead, what 

place is where and if the shop closed down or the apartment was robbed 

Self-Editing Character Development 
● Jot down major qualities and the character's arc to use when you're planning changes 

 Aggie is sweet, compassionate, and a book nerd 

 She is also naïve, unsavvy, and a terrible liar 

● While I'm editing her scenes, I make sure she isn't acting out of character—instead of 

smooth talking someone, she would be more likely to quote from some obscure ancient 

text or spout some surprisingly useful trivia 

● OR—if I like the direction of the story with Aggie smooth-talking, I can search the text to 

exploit another potential weakness of hers, and change the scenes where she fails at 

lying to show her succeeding so she becomes a smooth-talker all along. 

● Characters value some traits more than others. A character need not explore every 

possible trait in a story, in fact, they will be stronger if they only focus on two to three. 

Bonus if you, the all-powerful storyteller, can pit one value against another, making the 

character choose. 

 Aggie is compassionate and booksmart. 

 She is not loyal, fierce, or strong. 

● She does not value loyalty. The stories I tell for her do not deal with her loyalty or things—

they play on her strengths and weaknesses, and ignore the things she's neutral about. 

● Does the character have tangible weaknesses that the story leverages against them? 

Not ‘too nice for their own good’ either, but actual flaws. 

Self-Editing: Character Agency 
● Characters should be their own agents 

● Agency is coming up with your own ideas and solutions to your problems, being able to 

act on them 

● Super-contrived plots that force a character to go one way and only one way against 

her will rob a character of agency. Readers feel cheated. 

● CHARACTERS DICTATE PLOT 

● True character agency makes your characters feel alive—they are making choices and 

acting instead of following a plot carrot 

“By focusing everything on the plot's action, I accidentally stole my character's agency. I 

pulled up the plot train and told the characters to get in, but Devi's not the kind of woman 

to lie down and accept being railroaded, and all her scenes from that moment on were 

pretty much junk. This wouldn't have been quite so bad in a third person book, but for a first 

person character, especially one as belligerently proactive as Devi, it was doom. So I did 

the only thing I could do with a book so intrinsically broken: I went back to where things 

went wrong, deleted everything after that point, and surrendered the reins for the rewrite. 
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Funny enough, nothing in the plot changed. All the events still happened as I'd laid them 

out, only now, instead of me going to Devi and saying "this is what happens to you," the 

thought process went, "here is what happens, what do you do?"” 

Rachel Aaron, Learn from My Fail: Character Edition 

“Power in a character doesn't come from their own badassery or how many people they 

can shoot, it comes from their ability to make choices.” 

Rachel Aaron, Learn From My Fail: Character Edition 

“In genre fiction especially, many readers are looking for an escape from their mundane 

life, which is often one of passive reaction to circumstances beyond our control. Reading 

about a character who is similarly passive – lacking in agency – fails to satisfy that need. 

Through characters who have agency, or who struggle to attain it, we gain a glimmer of 

faith in our own ability to control our lives.” 

Anne Lyle, On Character Agency 

Tags & Traits – Useful for Writing & Self-Editing 
“TAGS are words you hang upon your character when you describe them. When you're 

putting things together, for each character, pick a word or two or three to use in describing 

them. Then, every so often, hit on one of those words in reference to them, and avoid using 

them elsewhere when possible. By doing this, you'll be creating a psychological link 

between those words and that strong entry image of your character. 

For example; Thomas Raith's tag words are pale, beautiful, dark hair, grey eyes. I use them 

when I introduce him for the first time in each book, and then whenever he shows up on 

stage again, I remind the reader of who he is by using one or more of those words. 

This is a really subtle psychological device, and it is far more powerful than it first seems. It's 

invaluable for both you as the writer, and for the construction of the virtual story for the 

reader. 

TRAITS are like tags, except that instead of picking specific words, you pick a number of 

unique things ranging from a trademark prop to a specific mental attitude. Harry's traits 

include his black duster, his staff, his blasting rod and his pentacle amulet. These things are 

decorations hung onto the character for the reader's benefit, so that it's easy to imagine 

Harry when the story pace is really rolling. 

Similarly, Bob the Skull's traits are the skull, its eyelights, his intelligence, his role as a lab 

assistant, his obsession with sex and his wiseass dialog. It works for the same reason. 

Seriously. Before you introduce another character, write some tags and traits down. You'll 

be surprised how much easier it makes your job.” 

Jim Butcher, Tags & Traits 
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Wordspace 
● When writing, it's easy to feel that what you're writing right now is the most important 

thing. 

● In self-editing, it's important to evaluate how many words something gets—a concept 

called wordspace, which signals to the reader that something is important, and what 

kinds of words—super emotional words, long words, hard-to-visualize words slow the 

reader down and suggest that these words are important 

● Big events, big emotions get big spaces in your story 

● Likewise, watch out for detours that may prove you know a subject in great detail, but 

aren't truly vital to the story. 

Scenes and Scene Missions 
● In a sentence or two, define the “point” or mission of each scene... does it: 

move the story forward? 

create/complicate conflict? 

reveal character? 

ask/complicate/resolve the story question? (character with a problem acting to solve it) 

● With this answer in mind, does the scene do its job? 

● Does the scene have a physical place with descriptions that evoke experience like 

taste, touch, smell, a character that does something and feels something? 

● Does the scene have a natural flow—beginning, middle, end? 

Story and Writing 
● Two editing approaches—is the problem a story issue, or a technical/writing issue? 

● Story issues are what happens and what characters do, their motives, actions, feelings, 

and problems 

● Writing issues include passive/active verbs, tense and conjugation, perspective, word 

choices, prose style, transitions, sentence constructions, repetition, grammar 

Recognizing, Avoiding, and Purging Repetition 
● Word level repetition 

 Word is repeated either in dialog or narration 

 Different uses of the same word, or different meanings 

 Adjectives and adverbs that have similar meanings (loud, brash girl or cold winter) 

 Unnecessary descriptors to common things (glass vial, yellow bananas, beautiful 

supermodel) 

● Sentence level repetition 

 Length, cadence, and structure should vary 

 Find your bugbears 

● Paragraph level repetition 

 Each sentence must add new information, not rehash established information 
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 Vary paragraph length 

 One idea/character's turn per paragraph, please. When in doubt, start a new 

paragraph 

● Scene Level Repetition 

 actions—characters should not repeatedly sip tea, shout, sigh, or other simple 

actions 

 (said is still invisible) 

 names in dialog—we don't address each other by name all that often. use sparingly, 

deliberately 

 conceptual—same idea, different words 

 imagery—metaphors gone wild 

● Forest Level Repetition (big picture) 

 actions 2.0—characters having tics is fine, but if you can make a drinking game out 

of a hair flip, there's a problem 

 scene types—does reader get a chance to breathe after intense scenes, and does 

the same type of action occur too often (visits from God, kidnappings, car chases) 

 scene types 2.0—vary scene types and pacing, length and emotional levels 

 plot points—vary how information is revealed, how the antagonist acts, what the 

characters do 

 setting repetition—does half the novel take place in the same kitchen? does it have 

to? if it does, what can you do to make those scenes feel less repetitious for the reader? 

Holly Lisle’s One-Pass Revision 
● For the whole write-up, google: one pass revision 

● print it out. get a notebook, reliable pens, and a good place to work 

● story prep work: determining theme and one-sentence summary, writing a blurb, 

identifying core story, character bios and arcs 

● the more solid the prep work is, the easier the slog will be 

● Manuscript “slog” 

● Scene check: is all the text broken up into scenes? do those scenes have appropriate 

missions? does each scene engage all five senses, have conflict, a beginning and an 

end? does this scene need to be here? 

● When you cut a scene, make a note of any important “bits” that get cut with it—world 

building, foreshadowing, exposition—and draw an X through entire scene 

● If a scene lacks an element (dialog, emotion, conflict, story, setting) add it in by writing 

in the margins and on backs of pages, and on extra notebook pages if needed. 

● Identify core conflict of each scene. Cut extra stuff after the height of conflict. 

● Seek out tangents and transformations—elements that wander or don't fit your new and 

improved vision of the story—and cut. 

● Make notes about cuts, if characters get deleted, so you can go back to other scenes 

and stay consistent. 

● Make notes about transformations you want to keep, so you remember to add 

information to previous scenes. 

● Is the scene exciting? Does it feel complete? 

● Does it fit logically in time and space (especially important in multiple povs)? 
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● Check through your notes all the time, staying consistent with revision changes 

● Cut teeth brushing, driving, greetings, farewells 

● Be ruthless. The more changes you honestly commit to now, the less you'll have to do 

later. 

● Holly Lisle suggests that if you've done this method correctly, that at least 1 in 4 pages 

will be marked up, more like 1 in 2. 

● And when you're done with this, start a new Word doc, and start typing. 

● If you have new ideas, don't be tempted to add them in! Make some notes and save 

them for the next book. 

Set an End-Goal for Self-Editing 
● Most writers always feel a story is “incomplete” 

● It's hard to know when to keep working, and when it's time to move on to the next story 

● But fix the problems you know in your heart break the story, and then pass it off to your 

betas and editors. 

● Write your next story. 

Editing 
● Pointing out problems and suggesting solutions in another's work 

● Some changes, like cutting words or adding punctuation, involve little to no explanation 

● Others are high-level suggestions, like structural concerns, character arcs, implementing 

writing techniques/devices 

Beta Reading 
● Reacting to the story on an emotional level 

● Charts the experience of the reader 

● Responses to story problems can be broad, “It'd be neat if XXXX happened,” or “I'd like 

to see this character be more active,” or “This reads flat” 

● Beta-Reading and editing can look very, very similar 

● When accepting feedback, knowing which type it is can help decide how to solve the 

problem and how to communicate that problem in someone else's work 

Proofread 
● Final changes. Cleaning up typos, looking for mistakes, bad punctuation, and formatting 

● Print it out. 

● Find a second pair of eyes. 
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Accepting Feedback 
“Remember: when people tell you something’s wrong or doesn’t work for them, they are 

almost always right. When they tell you exactly what they think is wrong and how to fix it, 

they are almost always wrong.” 

Neil Gaiman 

● No story is perfect. 

● No story is for all readers. 

● Everyone has an opinion. If you ask for it, you will get it. 

● Be gracious. Cry when you get home, vent to your cat. But do smile and accept the 

feedback with warmth—giving feedback takes lots of time, and your reader honestly 

wants to help you. 

● If you aren’t sure a reader actually wants to help you, don’t ask them to read. 

● If you need gentle feedback, specify that up front. 

● Expand yourself. You want to be better. Exchanging feedback is an excellent way to 

grow. 

● Growing hurts. Learning feels uncomfortable. That’s a good sign. 

● Dropouts will happen. It’s not personal. It feels personal, but it’s not. Online partners 

disappear. Your mother-in-law will ‘get to it any day now.’ 

● Decoding feedback: does this advice help your story? is it given by someone who reads 

in your genre/category? is it vague and dismissive, or constructive? do two or three 

readers say the same thing or do they contradict one another? 

● Sleep on it. The most obvious, “easy” fix may not be the best. Readers and editors might 

be pointing out symptoms of a deeper problem (dialog is flat because of an 

undeveloped character) (description is lacking because writer can't 

visualize/understand the object herself) (too much stage direction points to not enough 

internal monolog) 

Offering Feedback 
● Learn to read/respond with a critical eye—Not “this is how I would do it” but “is it clear” 

“does it flow” and “can I picture it” and “do I feel what's happening” “does this match 

tone/character/story logic” 

● Differentiating editing feedback and beta feedback 

 qualify beta feedback—make it clearly about your experience—this sounds 

awkward to me, this pulls me out of the story, I got lost here, help me understand this 

motive/event 

 explain editing feedback—this is what a dialog tag should look like, you capitalized 

this here but not here, this transition is abrupt 

● Writers want their feedback differently. Ask a writer if she needs comments gently or can 

handle a marked-up manuscript. 
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Critique Circles and Critique Partners 
● Sharing work in a social group and having work critiqued privately are two different 

beasts 

● Follow guidelines and expectations for the group 

● Respond as a reader first whenever possible 

● Know what you want out of sharing your story and communicate your expectations 

● Partners have an on-going relationship, which has both strengths and weaknesses, and 

require constant communication to keep relationship strong 

Reading for Others, Reading Critically 
● Practice, practice, practice! 

● It's easy to tear someone down. Keep feedback about the work and not the writer. 

● You don't need to prove what you know about writing to another writer. Be a reader 

first. 

● Becoming a great reader/editor will make you a better writer. Getting feedback from 

others will make you a better writer. 

● Read for others, read for yourself. Read a lot of fiction. Never stop reading. Read stuff 

you wouldn’t normally read—look for the good in it, learn to discern the parts you don’t 

like versus the parts that don’t work. 

Resources 
● Self-Editing for Fiction Writers, by Renni Browne & Dave King 

● online: Holly Lisle's One Pass Revision (google: one pass revision) 

● Jim Butcher’s Characters Page http://jimbutcher.livejournal.com/1698.html  

● Rachel Aaron’s Learn From My Fail: Character Edition 

http://thisblogisaploy.blogspot.com/2013/01/learn-from-my-fail-character-edition.html  

● Story Engineering by Larry Brooks (available at Fondulac Library) 

● Plot & Structure by James Scott Bell (available at Fondulac Library) 

http://jimbutcher.livejournal.com/1698.html
http://thisblogisaploy.blogspot.com/2013/01/learn-from-my-fail-character-edition.html

